Double-Gated Myocardial ASL Perfusion Imaging Is Robust to Heart Rate Variation
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INTRODUCTION

Myocardial perfusion and perfusion reserve are important indicators of coronary artery disease (CAD) status. Single positron emission computed tomography (SPECT) is the most widely used clinical test for assessing myocardial perfusion and perfusion reserve, but has limitations related to the use of ionizing radiation (1,2). In recent years, first-pass perfusion MRI has demonstrated improved sensitivity and specificity (3). The main limitation of first-pass perfusion is the required use of Gadolinium-based contrast agents that can be toxic to patients with renal dysfunction (4,5).

Arterial spin labeled (ASL) MRI is a noncontrast technique that is capable of quantifying tissue perfusion (6). Unlike SPECT and first-pass MRI, ASL uses blood itself as the tracer, and is, therefore, completely safe and repeatable. ASL is widely used in the brain for assessment of neuropathological diseases (7,8) but its application to the heart is still an active area of research (9). Myocardial ASL has been adapted and developed for more than a decade on human and animal models (10–19). Flow-sensitive alternating inversion recovery (FAIR) (20,21) is the most widely used approach and has been implemented in two ways: (i) T1 apparent approach (10–14) that uses curve fitting and (ii) subtraction approach (15–18) that uses Buxton’s general kinetic model (22) for quantification.

Both approaches have been shown to quantify myocardial perfusion and perfusion reserve. The latter is simpler and has been more widely adopted in recent years, but it requires the same post labeling delay (PLD) in paired control and labeled images. This restriction makes it sensitive to heart rate variation (HRV) because either the labeling pulse or image acquisition can be cardiac-triggered in real-time, but not both. The paired images are typically acquired 8–10 s apart, within one breath-hold, to minimize respiratory motion. In cases of significant HRV, the labeling pulses, control images, and labeled images will occur during different cardiac phases and thus experience inconsistent cardiac motion. This has been shown to be a dominant source of physiological noise (PN) (18). HRV may arise from arrhythmias and changes in heart rate due to anxiety, subject motion, deep breathing, or arousals from sleepiness during the examination. HRV can also occur during free breathing (23), breath-holds (24–26), physical stress (27), and pharmaceutical stress with adenosine (28).

Poncelet et al first introduced double-gated myocardial ASL (10), which is believed to be less sensitive to cardiac motion because it allows both labeling and image acquisition to occur in the same cardiac phase (i.e.,
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termed “double-gating”) but, to date, this has not been well-validated experimentally. Poncelet et al successfully demonstrated double-gating in swine and healthy human volunteers, but their technique was prohibitively long with high noise levels even during rest flow measurements.

In this study, we demonstrate that double-gated myocardial ASL is robust to HRV compared with a single-gated approach in healthy human volunteers and heart transplant recipients.

METHODS

Experimental Methods

The study was approved by our Institutional Review Board, and written informed consent was obtained from all participants. Ten healthy adult subjects (n = 10, 3F/7M; age, 23–34 years) and eight heart transplant recipients (n = 8, 1F/7M; age, 26–76 years) participated in the study. All experiments were performed on a 3 Tesla (T) system (Signa Excite HDxt, GE Healthcare) using an eight-channel cardiac array. Myocardial ASL perfusion imaging was performed using FAIR with balanced steady state free precession (SSFP) image acquisition.

In each subject, a mid-ventricular short-axis slice was identified. Double-gated and single-gated myocardial ASL scans were performed in a randomized order. Scan time was approximately 3 min per scan. Each ASL scan comprised of seven breath-holds. The first 5-s breath-hold was comprised of a baseline image (without labeling pulse) and an inversion check (pulsed label applied immediately before image acquisition). The next six 12-s breath-holds were each comprised of one control and one labeled image.

Pulse sequence diagram of single-gating and double-gating are shown in Figure 1. Single-gated myocardial ASL was implemented as previously described (16,18) where the labeling pulse is cardiac-triggered (dashed arrows) and the postlabeling delay (PLD) is kept constant (solid two-sided arrows) for both control and labeled images. As such, the imaging window will deviate from mid-diastole in the presence of HRV (+5 bpm and -5 bpm in the 2nd and 3rd row, respectively). Double-gated myocardial ASL was implemented in a similar manner as the single-gated method except that both labeling and imaging were cardiac-triggered in real-time. When using double-gating, both labeling and imaging are cardiac-triggered (dashed arrows), and the PLD is allowed to be different (dashed two-sided arrows) for control and tagged images. Hence, the timing of image acquisition is adjusted in real-time to be centered around mid-diastole.

As such, the imaging window will deviate from mid-diastole in the presence of HRV (+5 bpm and -5 bpm in the 2nd and 3rd row, respectively). Double-gated myocardial ASL was implemented in a similar manner as the single-gated method except that both labeling and imaging were cardiac-triggered in real-time. When using double-gating, both labeling and imaging are cardiac-triggered (dashed arrows), and the PLD is allowed to be different (dashed two-sided arrows) for control and tagged images. Hence, the timing of image acquisition is adjusted in real-time to be centered around mid-diastole.

In this study, the trigger delay (TD) was set to be 75% of the most recently computed R-R interval (29) for both single-gating and double-gating. In double-gating, precise inversion time was achieved by using an “adaptive recovery time” method (30). The adaptive recovery time method was implemented by playing a series of 2-ms wait-pulses after the inversion pulse until the next R-wave was detected.

Single-gated and double-gated myocardial ASL were performed with identical sequence parameters that are echo time (TE) = 1.4 (1.3–1.5) ms, repetition time (TR) = 3.2 (3.0–3.5) ms, flip angle = 50°, slice thickness = 10 mm, field-of-view = 210 (160–260) mm, matrix size = 96 × 96 with parallel imaging generalized autocalibrating partially parallel acquisitions (31) rate 1.6, and 19-TR Kaiser-Bessel ramp-up and ramp-down pulses. The Kaiser-Bessel ramp-up is the optimal scheme for mitigating transient oscillations in balanced SSFP imaging (32). The Kaiser-Bessel ramp-down optimally preserves longitudinal magnetization after image acquisition. A ramp duration of 19-TRs was chosen to match prior work (18). A fat-saturation pulse was applied immediately before the ramp-up pulses. Nonselective hyperbolic secant adiabatic inversion pulse was used for labeling. A 30 mm slice-selective inversion slab was used for the control image. The heart rate was recorded in all scans for evaluation of HRV.

FIG. 1. Sequence diagram of single-gated and double-gated myocardial ASL. In single-gating, only labeling pulse is cardiac-triggered (dashed arrows) and the postlabeling delay (PLD) is kept constant (solid two-sided arrows) for both control and labeled images. As such, the imaging window will deviate from mid-diastole in the presence of HRV (+5 bpm and -5 bpm in the 2nd and 3rd row, respectively). In double-gating, both labeling and imaging are cardiac-triggered (dashed arrows), and the PLD is allowed to be different (dashed two-sided arrows) for control and tagged images. Hence, the timing of image acquisition is adjusted in real-time to be centered around mid-diastole.
Data Analysis

Left ventricular myocardium was manually segmented for global and per-segment (six segments) analysis. The entire left ventricular myocardium region of interest (ROI) was used for global analysis, while the AHA six-segment model (33) of a short axis slice was used for per-segment analysis. Single-gated myocardial blood flow (MBF) was calculated using Buxton’s general kinetic model (22) as previously described (16,18). Double-gated MBF was quantified using the same equation but with interpolated signal difference from control and tagged T1 curves as previously described (10). PN is a measure of the variability of measured MBF and is measured in mL/g/min. PN is defined as the standard deviation of six repeated MBF measurements as described in Zun et al (16). Both single-gated and double-gated PN were calculated identically. Temporal SNR (MBF/PN) was also calculated from the two methods.

HRV was defined as the average absolute difference between the instantaneous heart rate when control and labeled images were acquired. The data were then divided into two subgroups: low HRV (n = 9; HRV < 4 bpm) and high HRV (n = 9; HRV ≥ 4 bpm). MBF, PN, and temporal SNR measured from the two methods were compared in the two subgroups separately as well as jointly.

Paired Student’s t-test was used to assess statistical difference between measured MBF, PN, and temporal SNR from single-gating and double-gating. P-Values < 0.05 were considered statistically significant. Results are reported as mean ± SD across subjects.

RESULTS

There were no significant differences in measured heart rates between single-gating (71 ± 12 bpm; range, 46–102 bpm) and double-gating (70 ± 13 bpm; range, 47–102 bpm), (P = 0.17). There were also no significant differences in measured HRV between single-gating (3.2 ± 2.2 bpm; range 0.2–6.3) and double-gating (2.7 ± 2.3 bpm; range 0.5–7.8 bpm) (P = 0.22).

Figure 2 shows MBF and PN maps from two representative subjects measured with single-gating and double-gating methods. It can be observed that PN is lower with double-gating compared with single-gating in both subjects. The MBF maps show good agreement between the two methods except in two segments (arrows) that might be explained by higher PN in the single-gating method (arrowheads). ANT, anterior; ANS, anteroseptal; INS, inferoseptal; INF, inferior; INL, inferolateral; ANL, anterolateral.

Figure 3 shows global PN measurements for double-gating and single-gating as a function of HRV. Double-gating provided consistent PN across HRV while single-gating PN increased with HRV.

Supporting Table S1, which is available online, compares per-segment MBF, PN, and temporal SNR between single-gating and double-gating in the two subgroups. There were significant reductions in PN in low (P = 0.04) and high (P < 0.001) HRV groups, and improvements in temporal SNR in low (P = 0.03) and high (P = 0.004) HRV groups without significant differences in measured MBF.

Figure 4 shows linear regression and Bland-Altman analysis of measured global MBF from single-gating and double-gating methods. Bland-Altman reveals no significant bias and paired student’s t-test shows no significant difference (P > 0.69).
The mean ± SD of global and per-segment MBF, PN, and temporal SNR from the two methods for all subjects are listed in Table 1. Double-gating demonstrates significant reductions in global and per-segment PN \((P = 0.01\) and \(P < 0.001\), respectively) with increased global and per-segment temporal SNR \((P = 0.02\) and \(P < 0.001\), respectively) compared with the reference single-gating method. There is no statistically significant difference in measured global and per-segment MBF between the two methods \((P = 0.69\) and \(P = 0.95\), respectively).

It is worth noting that residual of fit was used in Poncet et al (10), as a surrogate for measurement variability. In our study, global double-gating residual of fit and global double-gating PN were \(0.10 \pm 0.04\) and \(0.11 \pm 0.03\) mL/g/min, \((P = 0.28)\), respectively. Per-segment double-gating residual of fit and per-segment double-gating PN were \(0.18 \pm 0.10\) and \(0.21 \pm 0.12\) mL/g/min, \((P < 0.0001)\), respectively.

**DISCUSSION**

This study demonstrates that double-gated myocardial ASL is robust to HRV compared with current single-gated techniques, and provides significantly improved temporal SNR. The current double-gating implementation overcomes two main limitations of its predecessor: prohibitively long scan times, and high measurement variability. This study showed that double-gated myocardial ASL is feasible in 3 min of scan time, with a lower noise level in MBF measurements in comparison to the more widely used single-gating method (16–18).

Single-gating has been widely adopted in recent years due to the ease of implementation and quantification. This study demonstrated the feasibility of double-gating with superior temporal SNR efficiency compared with single-gating without significant difference in measured MBF. Superior temporal SNR directly translates to superior sensitivity to measured MBF that, in turn, may be used to reduce total scan time, increase spatial resolution, and/or increase spatial coverage. This finding is expected because in both control and labeled images, labeling and imaging are triggered to occur in the same cardiac phase. Consequently, double-gating is less sensitive to HRV and cardiac motion (both in-plane and through-plane) compared with single-gating.

Over all subjects, double-gating provided significant reduction in PN with increased temporal SNR. The significant PN reduction and temporal SNR increase were found in both low and high HRV groups, but were more pronounced in the high HRV group (when HRV \(> 4\) beats per minute). PN reduction may be clinically important when myocardial perfusion reserve \((MPR = \frac{MBF_{stress}}{MBF_{rest}})\) is used for evaluating severity of CAD based on a cutoff MPR value. A reduction of PN of 0.1 mL/g/min would alter MPR by \(~10\%\) (with an assumption that normal \(MBF_{rest} = 1.0\) mL/g/min).

The cutoff HRV of 4 bpm was chosen based on the PN data splay for single-gating ASL at HRV \(> 4\) bpm, as seen in Figure 1. All subjects were equally divided into two subgroups (high HRV versus low HRV) to perform comparisons between double-gating and single-gating in terms of temporal SNR. It would be better to relate to different cardiac phases when grouping these subjects with respect to HRV. However, this would require the knowledge of the quiescent diastolic duration, which is patient specific and heart rate dependent. The mid-diastolic quiescence has been shown to vary within the same subject even after normalization to heart rate duration (34).
In our study, neither single-gating nor double-gating is the ground-truth. Therefore, differences in MBF measured from the two methods may be expected, especially in subjects with high HRV. Despite the fact that we are comparing two different ASL methods, the differences in MBF measured from the two methods in our study are within the range reported in the myocardial ASL literature for test–retest variability from the same method. Our within subject coefficient of variation was 12.1%, which is smaller than that (21.8%) reported in Wang et al (15). The Bland-Altman plot shows a 95% confidence interval of (-0.58, 0.64 mL/g/min), which is similar to the interobserver variability (-0.77, 0.47 mL/g/min) reported in Northrup et al (14). Our confidence interval is also in the range of inter- and intraobserver variability reported in Capron et al (19).

HRV may arise from numerous sources including sinus arrhythmias, other arrhythmias, and changes in heart rate due to anxiety, patient motion, deep breathing, or arousals from sleepiness during the MRI exam. HRV is closely correlated with image artifacts in computed arousals from sleepiness during the MRI exam. HRV is rate due to anxiety, patient motion, deep breathing, or arrhythmias, other arrhythmias, and changes in heart rate. HRV was also reported in another (25). HRV may arise from numerous sources including sinus arrhythmias, other arrhythmias, and changes in heart rate due to anxiety, patient motion, deep breathing, or arousals from sleepiness during the MRI exam. HRV is closely correlated with image artifacts in computed tomography coronary angiography (25,26), with a reported HRV range of 0–18.1 bpm in one study (26) and 10.9 ± 4 bpm in another (25). HRV was also reported in pharmacologic stress tests to be 18 ± 18 bpm during rest and 16 ± 22 bpm during adenosine infusion (28). Therefore, double-gating is expected to be useful in the clinical setting.

In double-gating, $T_1$ curve fitting was used as part of MBF quantification. In this process, a precise inversion time was crucial for accurate $T_1$ curve fitting as acknowledged by Zhang et al (13). We implemented the “adaptive recovery time” method (30) where, after an inversion pulse, a series of 2-ms wait-pulses are played until the next detected R-wave to allow precise and consistent measurements of inversion.

Our double-gated module is identical to that in Poncelet et al (10), but there are several differences in our implementation including field strength and imaging sequence. Our experiments were performed on a 3T scanner compared with 1.5T in Poncelet’s work. The higher field strength is beneficial for cardiac ASL because of higher intrinsic SNR and longer $T_1$ relaxation times, both of which improve the strength of the ASL signal. Another difference is that we used snapshot balanced SSFP for image acquisition compared with single-shot echo planar imaging (EPI) in the prior study. Single-shot EPI suffers from image distortion as well as signal loss due to magnetic field inhomogeneity. Balanced SSFP, on the other hand, is free of distortion and provides superior SNR efficiency. This sequence was not widely used at the time of Poncelet’s work, because it relies on fast gradients and shimming. Both higher SNR and longer $T_1$ relaxation time directly translates to the improved temporal stability and intrascan variability of our method.

The study has several limitations. Only a small number of healthy subjects and heart transplant recipients were recruited. Systematic evaluations of double-gating on larger cohorts are warranted for future study. There was no ground-truth for MBF in this study. First-pass MRI and SPECT may be used for comparison but were not available in this cohort. Double-gating may also be validated in an animal model where first-pass perfusion, microspheres, or positron emission tomography may be used as the reference standard. Only a single, midventricular short axis slice was acquired in this study. In this study, inversion was used for labeling pulse; however, the use of saturation labeling may allow for complete data acquisition within two breath-holds instead of seven breath-holds, potentially allowing for acquisition of three sequential slices in the same scan time as single-slice with inversion labeling. The feasibility and repeatability of saturation double-gated myocardial ASL remains to be explored in future work.

CONCLUSIONS

This study demonstrates that double-gated myocardial ASL is robust to HRV in comparison to single-gated myocardial ASL. This, in turn, leads to superior temporal SNR efficiency of double-gating compared with single-gating. This is expected to be valuable for stress testing under physiologic or pharmacologic stress.
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**SUPPORTING INFORMATION**

Additional Supporting Information may be found in the online version of this article.

**Table S1.** Comparison of Per-Segment MBF, PN, and Temporal SNR between Double-Gating and Single-Gating with Respect to HRV. Double-gating shows significant reduction in PN and significant increase in temporal SNR without significant difference in measured MBF compared to single-gating in both subgroups, but it is more pronounced in the high HRV group. MBF, PN, and temporal SNR are shown in mean ± SD format. NS = not significant.